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“Dance Moms” Miller Pleads Guilty
Pittsburgh reality TV star Abby
Lee Miller has pled guilty to fraud
and money laundering.
Last fall, Miller was indicted on
charges of concealing income
from the TV series even as her
dance studio filed for bankruptcy.
Joe Otterson writes for TheWrap:
“Federal agents claimed Miller
created bank accounts to conceal
income she earned as an instructor
on the show, which follows competitive young dancers and inevitably showcases conflicts between
their mothers and Miller.”
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Born the daughter of a Miami
dance teacher, Miller went on to
open two studios in the Pittsburgh
-area and become a reality TV
star on “Dance Moms.” The series
airs on cable’s Lifetime and centers on Miller’s training children
aspiring for a show business career.
Miller has also admitted to smuggling money out of the country --and may face $500,000 in fines
and as much as 30 months in jail,

reports the United Press International’s (UPI) Yvette C.
Hammett.
Torsten Ove has been covering
the story for the Pittsburgh PostGazette and has posted a detailed
account online at http://www.post
-gazette.com/ae/tvradio/2016/06/27/Dance-Momsstar-guilty-of-concealing-assetssneaking-cash-into-the-country/
stories/201606270107

Rostrum vs Wiz, Part 2
The battle between Rostrum Records and rapper Wiz Khalifa
continues with a recent Billboard
article written by Adelle Platon.

Rostrum Records is an independent record label and talent management firm founded by Grinberg in Pittsburgh in 2003 that
now operates in Los Angeles with
a small roster of accomplished
artists. Pittsburgh’s popular rapper Cameron “Wiz Khalifa”
Thomaz has been one of the
firm’s most famous and successful signatories. In May, Khalifa
filed suit against Grinberg and
Rostrum seeking $1 million in
unpaid compensation along with
punitive damages and attorney
fees.

www.pittsburghapplause.com

On June 29, Billboard announced
the discovery of new documents
stating that Rostrum is now seeking money from Khalifa.
“Thirteen years ago, we started
Rostrum Records as a label that
would support and nurture the
artists we believe in,” Grinberg
says in a statement sent exclusively to Billboard. “We are very
grateful that Rostrum has been
able to achieve that goal and provide a strong, family atmosphere
where meaningful relationships
with the artists is our top priority.”
Read Adelle Platon’s full story at
http://www.billboard.com/
articles/columns/hiphop/7423289/rostrum-recordsbenjy-grinberg-wiz-khalifalawsuit
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Bell Sues Former Employer
Former WTAE-TV anchor
Wendy Bell has filed a lawsuit
against the Hearst station, reports
Brian Flood on TheWrap.

Bell was fired for a Facebook
posting about a shooting incident
that many people found to be racially insensitive. Now Bell is
suing Hearst claiming that her
firing was itself racially motivated
--- because she’s white.
Bell, who won many regional
Emmy Awards during her nearly
two decades at WTAE, is seeking
back pay, damages and to be rehired.
In a Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
opinion column, local attorney
Beverly A. Block says that the
lawsuit raises “important issues of
privilege, race, bias and social
media and how they can impact
one’s employment” --- but also the
need for companies and organiza-

tions (especial media and arts) to
have official social media policies.
“Any organization with a socialmedia presence,” Block points out,
“needs to ensure that its employees
understand that anything publicized in the public domain (either
within the scope of their employment or that is reasonably attributable to their employer) must be
aligned with the organization’s
social-media policy.” (Read her
full commentary at http://
www.post-gazette.com/
opinion/2016/06/24/The-WendyBell-debacle/
stories/201606240032)
Others are more critical of Bell. In
her Pittsburgh City Paper column, Frances Sansig Rupp describes the former anchor as “selfrighteous” and “a privileged white
woman.” (See http://
www.pghcitypaper.com/
pittsburgh/this-just-in-a-look-atlocal-news-online-and-on-thetube/Content?oid=1932529 for
more).

Black Arts Grants
A program jointly run by the
Pittsburgh Foundation and the
Heinz Endowments has provided
African-American arts groups
more than $200,000, according to
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.

A full list of recent recipients can
be found on the Post-Gazette’s
web site at http://www.postgazette.com/ae/artarchitecture/2016/06/30/
Foundations-Black-Arts-program
-awards-more-than-200-000-forPittsburgh-projects/
stories/201606300239.

New Tech
Program
At an event co-sponsored by the
Greater Pittsburgh Arts Council (GPAC), more than 100 area
nonprofit arts leaders discussed
ways to meet the increasing demand for accommodations by
utilizing shared technology and
equipment.

The other sponsor is the Allegheny Regional Asset District
(RAD).
RAD gave GPAC a grant of just
under $15,000 to acquire technology to help people with hearing or
visual limitations as well as nonEnglish speakers. This equipment
will be made available to relevant
nonprofit organizations.
“Quite simply, accessibility is
possibility. By making our assets
accessible to all, it is then possible
for everyone to enjoy a jazz concert, a dance recital, a lecture, an
exhibit, a baseball game, even a
web site,” said Dusty Elias Kirk,
RAD Board Chair, in a press release.
For more information, call
(412) 391-2060.

The Advancing Black Arts Program was launched in 2010 to
help Black arts projects and organizations.
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Gross Becomes
Poke Producer
Local production firm Poke in
The Eye has announced that seasoned actor Michael Gross (TV’s
“Family Ties”) has agreed to become a producer for the next season of “Carbon Dating.”

Poke in the Eye hasn’t got a corporate web site, but describes
itself on Facebook as “a womenled production company specializing in web series, and indie
films.”

Kickstarting
An Album

“Carbon Dating” is a web sitcom
following best friends Amelia
(Amanda Serra) and Madelyn
(Marcie Barkin) who deal with
the “inconvenient realities” of
middle age through “the magic of
flashbacks and fantasy sequences.” Serra writes, produces
and directs the series which is up
for two Emmy Awards.
Gross had co-starred in the series’
9-episode first season and will
return for the second. For more
information on “Carbon Dating,”
visit http://
www.carbondatingseries.com/

Health Plans Merge
Years after the merger that created SAG-AFTRA, the union is
finally merging their two health
plans into one.

The union has hundreds of members in the Pittsburgh-area and
operates a full-time office downtown.
“The successful merger of these
plans would not have been possible if we hadn’t united SAG and
AFTRA first. Our members deserve one outstanding health plan
and this historic agreement ensures that all earnings under our
contracts now credit to a single
health plan,” said SAG-AFTRA

President Gabrielle Carteris in a
press release. “One of the biggest
challenges many members faced
was the inability to combine earnings from both SAG and AFTRA
contracts to achieve eligibility.
With one health plan we have
eliminated that issue, making split
earnings for performers a thing of
the past. At the same time, we
have positioned our health plan to
be financially sustainable for all
members for years to come.”

Pittsburgh singer, musician and
performance artist Mike
“Rainbow Kitten” Traficante is
the latest person to successfully
use the crowd funding site Kickstarter to finance his project,
reports Alex Gordon in Pittsburgh
City Paper.
In an unusual twist, his Kickstarter campaign was about more
than just money: he invited supporters to all send him audio recordings of everyday noises.
“I had the idea that I could do
something really large-scalecollaborative if I got a bunch of
people to send me sound clips,”
Traficante told Gordon. “I thought
that if I did it on Kickstarter, it
would be a fun way to get people
interested and involved.”
The result is an album called
“Gumbotron” that is due for a
September release. Details are
available in Gordon’s article at
http://www.pghcitypaper.com/
pittsburgh/pittsburgh-basedproject-rainbow-kitten-preparesto-release-an-album-made-fromcrowd-sourced-sound-clips/
Content?oid=1933037

Taking effect January 1, the combined plan offers two tiers of coverage and alternative qualifying
methods. Details are available at
www.sagaftrahealth.org
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Jasiri X’s Unique Project:
Rapping A Silent Movie
As silent movies continue to increase in popularity --- many film
festivals and art cinemas have
made such screenings part of their
programming --- new ways of
broadening their audience often
focus on crafting an original
score.
Critically acclaimed Pittsburgh
rapper Jasiri Smith --- better
known as Jasiri X --- has added a
new twist: composing a hip-hop
score for the 1925 film “Body and
Soul” in a project with the nonprofit Hollywood Theater.
“Body and Soul” is a classic example of early African-American
movies and its leading pioneer,
filmmaker Oscar Micheaux (1884

-1951), who is credited with more
than 40 movies. In it, legendary
actor and singer Paul Robeson
(1898-1976) makes his film debut
playing a dual role: that of an escaped prisoner and his twin
brother.
“I chose the film before watching
it, and then when I watched it, it
was much different than I thought
it would be,” Jasiri tells Pittsburgh City Paper’s Al Hoff. “And
I was like, ‘Wow, this is a really
crazy movie.’ I had this idea that
it was 1925, and it was going to
maybe be something dealing with
the issues black people were facing back then. I had no idea that it
was going be the type of movie
that it is [with still-relevant issues

like crime, institutional corruption, sexual assault and cover-up,
family relationships].”
Jasiri created ten original songs,
many with a gospel twinge since
much of the film takes place in a
church where the ex-con pretends
to be a minister. Read more of
Hoff’s interview at http://
www.pghcitypaper.com/
pittsburgh/jasiri-x-on-creating-anew-hip-hop-score-for-the-1925silent-film-body-and-soul/
Content?oid=1929345

Disney’s Pioneering New Camera System
For decades, sports fans have often endured shaky camerawork
while watching their favorite
sports teams on television. But
that’s starting to change, thanks to
the Walt Disney Company.

Disney Research is an international network of research labs,
with the mission to push the company’s scientific and technological innovation efforts. The division operates a lab in Pittsburgh
jointly with Carnegie Mellon
University. Among Disney’s
other divisions are ABC and
ESPN.

The division has developed an
automated camera system that can
learn how to shoot better games
by watching human operators.
“Having smooth camera work is
critical for creating an enjoyable
sports broadcast,” Peter Carr, a
senior researcher, said in a press
release. “The framing doesn't
have to be perfect, but the motion
has to be smooth and purposeful.”

the motions made by humancontrolled cameras.”
The detailed press release is available at http://www.eurekalert.org/
pub_releases/2016-06/drcwh062116.php

United Press International’s (UPI)
Brooks Hays writes that
“researchers are trying to make
the software that governs automated sports cameras more aware
of their flaws by having them
follow along with humanoperated cameras. Scientists programmed the software to analyze
how and why its algorithmdictated movement deviates from
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GCT Opportunities
A call for talent has been issued
by the Greensburg Civic
Theatre.

All positions are paid. Candidates
should send a theatre resume including directorial references by
July 20 to info@gctheatre.org or
by mail to: Greensburg Civic
Theatre, 951 Old Salem Road,
Greensburg PA 15601.

This is a reminder that August 1 is
the deadline to apply for fall
grants from The Heinz Endowments.
Originally founded as two separate foundations in the 1940s and
the 1980s, the combined endowments support arts and cultural
groups as well as other organizations.
Information on applying can be
found at http://heinz.org/
Interior.aspx?id=350

Romero To
Be Honored

include "A Tuna Christmas", "The
Wedding Singer", "Wait Until
Dark", and "Drac's Back!"

Founded in 1951, the Greensburg
Civic Theatre (GCT) is one of
only a few long-established, volunteer-based, community theatre
organizations in Westmoreland
County.
GTC is accepting applications for
directors, musical directors, and
choreographers for its 2016-17
season of adult and Greasepaint
Players' family productions. Titles

Images

Celebrate Pittsburgh’s
arts & entertainment

Pittsburgh’s legendary filmmaker,
George Romero, is to be honored
with a star of the Hollywood
Walk of Fame, reports the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette’s Bob Batz Jr.
The walk is a project managed by
the Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce that began in 1958 to
permanently honor achievements
in the entertainment industry,
especially film and television.
More than 2,500 of these stars are
embedded in 15 blocks of Hollywood Boulevard sidewalks.
At press time, no date had been
set for Romero’s ceremony and
fans are encouraged to check
http://walkoffame.com for updated information.

George Romero is to receive a star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame. Check out the
article at left.
To have an image considered contact Jim Richards at jim@james-richards.com
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AGMA’s ED
Leonard Egert has been named
the new National Executive Director for the American Guild of
Musical Artists (AGMA).

AGMAS is a Pittsburgh-based
labor organization that represents
the men and women who create
America’s operatic, choral and
dance heritage
An attorney by training, Egert has
had more than two decades of
labor involvement, including with
the Writers Guild of America. He
is described in an AGMA posting
as “a strong negotiator, dynamic
leader, and careful listener with
an innovative approach towards
problem solving.”
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Warhol’s New Curator

Danielle Linzer has been named
as the new curator of education
and interpretation at the Andy
Warhol Museums.

dience development efforts, as
well as a variety of institutional
accessibility and inclusion initiatives.”

The Andy Warhol Museum is part
of the Carnegie Museums of
Pittsburgh.

“[Danielle’s] groundbreaking
study on the influence of art education on teenagers makes her a
leader in the field of museum education,” the Warhol’s Eric Shiner
says in the same press release.”Just as her commitment to
accessibility, community engagement, and equity in the arts makes
her a natural fit” for the museum.

Most recently, Linzer led the
community programs department
at the Whitney Museum of
American Art. A press release
explains that at the Whitney, “she
developed and implemented community outreach projects and au-

CBS Promotions
New media continue to rise in
importance at CBS Corporation
as the company promotes two key
executives.

Egert begins his new position
August 1.

WYEP Prez.
Terry O’Reilly has been named
president of Pittsburgh Community Broadcasting Corporation
(PCBC), reports Libbie Katsev in
the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.
PCBC operates two public radio
stations, WYEP and WESA.
Katsev explains that O’Reilly’s
extensive, four-decade, history
includes working for ABC News
and various national cable networks. He also worked at KDKATV in the 1980s.

Linzer begins her new post on
July 18.

CBS Corporation owns television
and radio stations in Pittsburgh,
most notably KDKA.
The first announcement came
June 13 with the news that Jim
Lanzone, who is currently CEO of
the CBS Interactive division, has
also been named to the newly
created position of Chief Digital
Officer.

CBS chief Leslie Moonves in a
press release. “For the past five
years, Jim has built a successful
business and organization at CBS
Interactive, which is now a thriving and profitable operation – and
one of our most exciting growth
engines as we move to build” the
company’s digital assets.
The following day, Lanzone announced his first move in this new
position: promoting Susan
Lundgren to the division’s Senior
Vice President of Communications. This is CBS Interactive top
communications post and
Lundgren will be reporting directly to Lanzone.

“I’m very pleased today to be
expanding Jim’s role in the development of this increasingly important part of our company,” said
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13

Sir Elton John brilliantly brings a
modern sensibility to the classic opera “Aida” at the Benedum Center.

Be sure to read the fine print while at
this classic musical at the Benedum
Center.

FRI
29

FRI
8
Bieber Fever hits Consol
Energy Center.

FRI
15

Today is Jim Richards’
birthday!

SAT
30

Clever and controversial political
comedian Bill Maher sparks flames of
debate at Heinz Hall.

SAT
9

It’s not easy being green as “Shrek:
The Musical” proves at the Benedum
Center.

THU
21
Summer Glau co-stars in the cult film
“Serenity” in a special screening at
the Hollywood Theater that raises
funds to fight for women’s rights
across the globe.

Tony Bennett embodies class at
Heinz Hall.
Escape your troubles at Consol
Energy Center with the troubles of
comic Jim Gaffigan.
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Mason Joins iHeart
Industry veteran Dan Mason is
joining iHeartMedia as a senior
advisor, the company has announced.

Formerly Clear Channel Communications, iHeartMedia owns radio stations in the Pittsburgh market.
Dan Mason served as president of
CBS’s radio division until his
retirement in 2015. At CBS, he
was responsible for the division’s
day-to-day operations and its
merger with other radio groups.
Last year, Mason was inducted
into the National Radio Hall of
Fame.
“Mason’s appointment highlights
iHeartMedia’s position as a 21st

century media and entertainment
company whose leadership is
built on the unparalleled strength
of broadcast radio,” the company
says in a press release. “In this
new role, Mason will advise
[CEO Bob Pittman] and [CFO
Rich Bressler] on current and developing issues important to
iHeartMedia and the broadcast
radio industry; additionally, he
will focus most of his attention
and time on important issues affecting the broadcast industry,
working with other broadcasters,
vendors, government relations
and important industry associations, including the National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB).”
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THE APPLAUSE PUZZLE
“The Founding Fathers”
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ACROSS
1. Big signature dude
5. High-status acronym
9. Beer, by another name
10. Open, like an egg
11. He became the 4th Prez
15. South Asian garment
16. Not out
17. Car fuel
18. Glass container
19. Tow
20. All roads lead here,
supposedly
21. Mr. T’s TV role
22. Faster than walk
23. Enemy of my enemy
25. Commonly, poetically
27. Donate
28. Country code for an island
29. The big, unsolved issue of the
Founding Fathers
31. Danish electronic company
32. Copy
34. Furry “Star Wars” critter
36. Christmas
37. Morrison, to pals
38. Quick jump
39. Halt
42. He became the 2nd Prez
44. European defense grp.
45. Type of 17-Across
47. Uncommon
48. Son of Seth, Bibically

48

DOWN
1. Financial genius & inspiration for a
hit Broadway musical
2. Mr. Alda, to pals
3. Homer’s TV neighbor
4. Opted
5. He became the 1st Prez
6. Turkish cultural group (abbr.)
7.. Rub hard
8. The Founding Fathers’
home city
12. Dr. Frankenstein’s aide
13. 42-Across’ beer-inspiring
cousin
14. “Star Trek” counselor
18. He became the 3rd Prez
24. Famous July 4th abstainer
26. Wise, kite-flying rogue
29. Moist place
30. Until now
33. Luau cuisine
35. Abigail Adams was one
39. Drunkard
40. Norse hammer deity
41. Italian dad
42. He became the 1st Supreme
Court Chief Justice
43. They are to inherit the Earth,
per the Bible
46. Famous San Francisco hill

46
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Never Underestimate The Power
Of A Good Scandal!

Join the Pittsburgh Applause group on
www.linkedin.com.
As a member of this group, you’ll be
better able to connect with your A&E
peers in Pittsburgh!
Membership is free, but you must have
a Linkedin profile to participate.
www.pittsburghapplause.com
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Keep the Applause Coming
Everyone in our line of work loves receiving applause, but to keep Pittsburgh
Applause coming your way, its important to support the newsletter through
ad buys and monetary gifts to Jim Richards.
Full-page (8” wide x 10” high): $100
Half-page (8” wide x 5” high): $75
All ads need to be built-to-size and provided in a low-res JPG file format. All ads
must be pre-paid with the check made payable to the Pittsburgh A&E Group.
For more information, contact Jim at jim@james-richards.com

www.james-richards.com
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